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How can I keep 
my students 

engaged for the 
next several 

weeks?

How are my 
students feeling 

right now?

At what pace 
should I teach?  Is 

this supposed to be 
like “normal”

school?
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• “Normal” days include many opportunities 
for students to have “down” time…… 

• Focus on quality vs. quantity 
• Students may need more than the typical 

amount of time to complete assignments

Do Not Try to Replicate a “Normal” 
School Day

• Remember - many students do not have 
access to reliable internet 

• The “normal” school day is not all 
screen time 

• Build in time each day for students to 
read, play, or complete tasks that do 
not require screens.

Build in Screen-less Time for Kids

• There are many resources available to help 
transition from traditional instruction to 
remote instruction. 

• Reach out to our technology and curriculum 
departments, Jefferson-Lewis BOCES and 
Otis (TEQ) Online, to name a few……

Take Advantage of Professional 
Development

• This new way of learning can 
be confusing for students and 
parents 

• Being consistent  in the way 
you instruct can help alleviate 
stress….

Be Consistent

• Sometimes things seem like they will be 
impossible, but with creativity are possible 

• If at first you don’t succeed, dust yourself 
off and try again (there is a song for that!)

Don’t Assume it is Impossible -  

• Prioritize standards because it 
will not be possible to teach at 
the same pace as usual 

• Gauge student progress, repeat 
lessons as needed, then move 
on to new material

Take it SLOW
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